Mental health legislation
Sir: Szasz's views (Psychiatric Bulletin, Septem ber 1999, 23, 517-519) are both illogical and barbaric.
He agrees that our speciality should operate in the same way as other specialities, but denies the existence of mental illness. I can only assume he also denies the existence of illnesses in the medical specialities of "dermatology, gynaecology etc". If this is so, it is had to understand why we need doctors at all. On the other hand, if he accepts that our patients have illnesses, as do other patients, then he must surely accept that at times our patients will be unable to make decisions for themselves, as are other patients. Any other stance is illogical.
To suggest that those with mental illnesses should always be held responsible for all their actions is nonsense. If a person loses conscious ness while driving and, as a result, crosses the road into the path of an oncoming car it would seem harsh for that person to be convicted of dangerous driving. There are clearly patients who commit crimes entirely as a result of their mental illness. For such patients to receive punishment rather than treatment would be barbaric. we made up a multidisciplinary band of 24 golfers all intent on a brief period of relaxation after the academic rigours of the meeting. Unfortunately we could not persuade the Continuing Professional Devel opment office to offer us credits for sports psychology, so the altruism of all those who took part is to be applauded.
Although the weather was highly changeable all players managed to get through the round without saturation or other mishaps. The course itself was in excellent condition having been prepared for the club championship, which took place earlier that day.
The overall winner, and therefore current holder of the magnificent silver trophy, is Robert Jackson, who many readers will know as a senior member of the CPD Department in the College. We are all therefore fully anticipating treble CPD points for the next tournament.
This will take place at North Berwick Golf Club on the Friday afternoon at the end of the Annual Genera] Meeting in Edinburgh. So if you are a 'golfer' and do not object to the company of 750
